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Ever since Steve Jobs unveiled the App Store in 2008, mobile apps have become an integral 

part of our lives. iOS & Android have become household names irrespective of one’s 

background.

The app ecosystem has seen explosive growth as consumers continue to flock to app stores 

from their smart devices. There's plenty of money in the app economy: by 2020, the app 

economy could double in size to $101 billion, according to market researcher App Annie1.

Above: Mobile app forecast by region.
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Having said that, a mobile app, in today's world is not just another way of increasing revenue. 
Companies have started building apps for almost everything from increasing brand visibility 
to showcasing new products. With the right plan, the app stores themselves can be 
leveraged to market your apps, widen your user base, and increase downloads.
So if you are planning to create the next revolutionary mobile app, knowing your mobile 
platform along with its associated app store is highly recommended at the start of the project. 

Although the end goal of Apple (iOS) & Google (Android) is to provide a hosting / distribution 
medium for your apps, each company has its own set of guidelines that should be used while 
planning and developing an app. Let’s take a look.
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Apple App Store

Although the term App Store is being used universally, it technically belongs to Apple and is 

used to distribute iOS apps globally. To submit any iOS app to the App Store, you need to 

enrol in the Apple Developer Program costing 99 USD per membership year. Developers 

enrolled as individuals would be able to sell their apps using their personal names while an 

organization would need to use its legal entity name. Apple handles your app hosting and 

worldwide payment processing for free but takes a cut of 30% from your app sales revenue. 

Apple also lets you measure user engagement, marketing campaigns, and monetization for 

your apps with App Analytics. 

But remember, with great innovation comes great responsibility. No matter how enthusiastic 

Apple is to help you, it does make sure that you do not go over the line. There is an App 

Approval Process for every app that is submitted to the App Store to ensure your apps are 

reliable, perform as expected, and are free of offensive material. Apple has published a 

complete document to this effect - App Store Review Guidelines. It usually takes anywhere 

between 1-3 weeks to get your app reviewed by Apple (so plan your release schedules 

accordingly).

So apart from not being suitable for kids to just not being very useful or unique, your app may 

NOT be accepted even if it violates simple privacy guidelines like requiring users to share an 

email address in order to function or requiring account registration without a privacy policy.

Of course, no matter what you do, the final call always rests with Apple.  “How do I know if I 

have crossed the line?”, you ask. Quoting Apple’s own site – “Well, as a Supreme Court Justice 

once said, "I'll know it when I see it". And we think that you will also know it when you cross it.” 

Simple as that!

But let’s say, your organization is looking to create proprietary in-house apps for your 

employees’ eyes only without using the App Store, then you need to enter into a different 

membership - the Apple Developer Enterprise Program - costing 299 USD per membership 

year. For this program, your organization must have a D-U-N-S number  so that Apple can 

verify your identity and legal entity status. Do note that these are just differences in distribution 

media. The way you design and develop your iOS app doesn’t change.
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So what is different about this?

• Your organization is completely responsible for the app hosting and distribution. Remember

 the apps would be residing on your servers and Apple would not have a role here.

• Your IT department has a slew of options from a simple SSL-enabled hosting server to a 

 third party mobile device management (MDM) providing control over your corporate 

 accounts, apps, and content installed on employees’ iOS devices.

• Apple cannot review your enterprise apps. 

• This Enterprise Store is only for your employees - like a private app catalogue. There is no

 question of any payment processing.

One final word of caution while using the Enterprise Program:

Apps signed by an enterprise license are for distribution to employees & contractors only but 

it’s pretty easy to lose track of what this actually means. Since apps developed using this 

license can run on any iOS device, it poses a risk of uncontrolled app distribution to ineligible 

users.

In short, do not use this Enterprise Store to distribute to users other than your own employees. 

Do not treat this as your own App Store to serve your external clients.

Remember, Apple still has the kill switch to your membership and it is known to be very 

stringent in these scenarios.

If your app wishes to survive the proverbial winter, then it is a good idea to go through the App 

Review Guidelines in detail at the design stage of your project.
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Google Play Store

Fortunately, life gets easier here.
Publishing your app on the Google Play Store is as simple as this:

1. Register for a Google Play Developer Account with a ONE-TIME fee of 25 USD.

2. Submit your app for review. Google’s review process is quick and your app would ideally 
 be live within hours of submission. 

3. The Review Guidelines are mostly similar to Apple’s and would still expect you to be fair, 
 safe, and not cross the line.

If you are not planning to use the Play Store for distribution, then life becomes even simpler, in 
a way. You can distribute apps via email or a website by asking users to enable the “Unknown 
Sources” setting on their Android devices.
 
However, an open and easier system usually gives rise to issues related to security and 
privacy. But that is for your organization to handle.

Whichever app distribution route you finally choose, remember to always keep the user first 
and respect security and privacy guidelines. Good luck with your next app.
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